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  1. Who composed L'elisir d'amore?

Gaetano Donizetti

Vincenzo Bellini

Domenico Cimarosa

2. When was opera premiered?

1827

1832

1875

3. How many acts is L'elisir d'amore divided into?

1

2

3

4. Where does the story take place?

In a small village

In Paris

In a church

5. What Nemorino thought would help him to gain Adina's love?

A serenade

A magic potion
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Money

6. Who sells Nemorino the love potion?

A witch

An unknown man

A travelling quack doctor

7. What time does it take for potion to take effect?

An hour

24 hours

It starts work immediately

8. Why do women start to approach Nemorino with overly friendly greetings?

The potion starts to work

Women know about his large inheritance

He was always popular with women

9. Do the Adina fall in love with Nemorino?

Yes

No

10. What was actually the love potion?

A magic mixture

A holy water

Wine
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The Elixir of Love Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. Who composed L'elisir d'amore?
  Gaetano Donizetti
  2. When was opera premiered?
  1832
  3. How many acts is L'elisir d'amore divided into?
  2
  4. Where does the story take place?
  In a small village
  5. What Nemorino thought would help him to gain Adina's love?
  A magic potion
  6. Who sells Nemorino the love potion?
  A travelling quack doctor
  7. What time does it take for potion to take effect?
  24 hours
  8. Why do women start to approach Nemorino with overly friendly greetings?
  Women know about his large inheritance
  9. Do the Adina fall in love with Nemorino?
  Yes
  10. What was actually the love potion?
  Wine
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